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Vulcanair P.68R C-FYBV taxying out from the south apron at Newcastle Airport at the continuation of its ferry 
flight to Canada on the afternoon of Thursday 17th October. (Photo: Steve Barnes) 
 
'TOUCHDOWN' - REVIEW OF THE MONTH 
 
MILITARY  While things ticked over much as they had done throughout the previous month, almost all of 
the respective genres covered in this review produced some rather interesting first-visiting aircraft during 
October, the month's highlights including some notable helicopter visitors, civil and military, no less than two 
more first-timing country prefixes for Newcastle Airport, and the first appearance here of an upgraded and 
'airframe-modified' general aviation type. Military-wise, October remained very quiet, with only five military-
operated aircraft landing at the airport during the month, however an unusual bias towards foreign machines 
helped to produced some very notable visitors. Arguably the month's star visitor was one of these, the Royal 
Saudi Air Force Gulfstream IV HZ-103, a very early production aircraft, arriving from Riyadh on the evening of 
Wednesday 9th for a single night-stop, the aircraft departing to Jeddah the following afternoon. The fourth 
military-operated Gulfstream IV to visit Newcastle, the Irish Air Corps provided the first example back in May 
1998, while two different Swedish Air Force machines in the interim had helped bring the total number of 
previous landings of the type here in military marks to eighteen. The late morning of Thursday 17th saw 
French Air Force Super Puma 2233 pass through on a fuel-stop from Stornoway to Northolt, the aircraft 
becoming only the third non-UK military Puma to visit Newcastle Airport, and only the second example of a 
military 'stretched body' version - the pseudo military Belgian Police visit in 1988 remains unique, while of 
course the Armee de l'Air had visited with one of their EC.725s during September 2011 - while the air arm had 
also appeared earlier in the month thanks to the sixth landing here of Airbus A.310 421/F-RADA at lunch-time 
on Friday 4th, the aircraft cementing its position as our most numerous French military A.310. The Irish Air 
Corps Learjet 45 258 also visited during the larger machine's time with us on Friday 4th, the former making its 
twenty-fourth landing with us, while the only 'domestic' military visitor during October involved Agusta 109 
ZR322 which made a brief stop from/to Albemarle Barracks on the afternoon of Friday 11th, the machine's 
ninth visit to Newcastle Airport, and the most common of the three 32(TR)Sqn operated, ZR-serialled A109s. 
 
FOREIGN EXECUTIVE JETS Whilst the biz 'flurries' continued throughout October as normal, there was a 
significant drop in the numbers of first-visiting machines during the month, only four machines making their first 
landings here. Arguably the most interesting of these involved another new country prefix for us, the second of 
two to appear during October, and for the second month in succession appearing on a GV airframe, our first 
Barbados identity ever coming courtesy of Gulfstream 550 8P-MSD which first-visited as part of the usual late 
October/early November 'Thursday invasion' on the afternoon of Thursday 31st October, one of our longest 
running series of biz jet arrivals in our past, indeed the aeroplane appeared to 'replace' possibly the single 
most recurring feature of these events over the years, a Gulfstream registered N80AT which has so far failed 
to show this year. Earlier in the month we had seen our first Montenegran registration, Learjet 45 4O-MNE 
operated by the Government of Montenegro passing through from Tivat to Keflavik on the late afternoon of 
Sunday 13th, not a first-visiting airframe however, the aeroplane having visited once previously as D-CLUB 
during February 2000. The first first-visiting executive jet of October had also been a German-registered 


